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Menu	Shop	Shop by Style	Louvered â€“ We offer exterior louvered shutters constructed from three different materials. Price & Order Standard Louvered Shutters: [text-blocks id="louvered" plain="1"] Price & Order Bahama Shutters: [text-blocks id="bahama" plain="1"] Premium Wood Louvered Shutters High quality natural exterior louvered wood shutters have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We use three kiln-dried lumbers to forge stiles, rails, and louvers that compose our line of premium exterior wood shutters. Each panel is assembled with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. Majestic Bahama shutters cover the entire opening, but project away from the house at the bottom of the window. California Redwood is a distinct species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of exterior louvered shutters. The price of Redwood shutters is at the most affordable level and the best overall value. Western Red Cedar is the most common material for building exterior shutters in the industry. Cedar has many of the sameâ€¦
	Bahama â€“ Coastal homes have long found exterior Bahama shutters beneficial to enhance and preserve a comfortable tropical lifestyle. The iconic design of this alternative louvered shutter style is both attractive and practical. Bahama shutters suspend from the top of the window with hinges. Braces simultaneously extend from the building to push the bottom of the wood shutter away from the house. [text-blocks id="bahama" plain="1"] The awning-like installation of wood Bermuda shutters creates a shadow over the window during peak hours of intense heat. Louvers are placed on regular intervals and are perfectly angled to deflect intense sunlight away from the structure while also promoting cooling breezes to pass through the home. This energy-efficient climate control method is an effective way to harness natural resources to save on expensive air conditioning and electrical utilities. Build Bahama Shutters Louvers on this style of shutter point down and away from the house, so when the panel is lifted the occupants can see outside. The fixed louvers are slotted into the side stiles so they cannot break free. The joints between stiles and rails are doweled, glued, and secured with a screw. ShutterLand exterior Bahama shutters are built for strength and longevity with solid componentsâ€¦
	Raised Panel â€“ We offer exterior solid panel shutters in two different styles constructedÂ from three different materials. Raised Panel Shutters: [text-blocks id="rp-nav" plain="1"] Solid Panel Shutters: [text-blocks id="gp-nav" plain="1"] Premium Wood Raised PaneledÂ Shutters High-quality natural wood raised panel shutters have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We useÂ three kiln-dried lumbers to forge stiles and rails that compose our line of premiumÂ exterior wood shutters. Each shutter isÂ assembledÂ with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. Flat, grooved or raised panel shutters are crafted from the Extira composite material. California RedwoodÂ is a distinctÂ species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of exterior solid paneled shutters. The affordabilityÂ of Redwood shutters results in the best overall value for wood raised panel shutters. Western Red Cedar is the most common material for building exterior shutters in the industry. Cedar has many of the same qualities as Redwood, yet is less dense making it easier to sand and finish. Weâ€¦
	Flat Panel
	Shaker Panel
	Board & Batten â€“ We offer exteriorÂ board and batten shutters constructed from three different materials. Price and Order: [text-blocks id="nav-bb" plain="1"] Premium Wood Shutters High-quality wood board and batten shutters have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We useÂ kiln-dried lumbers to forge the boards and battensÂ that compose our excellent line of exterior wood shutters. EachÂ panel isÂ assembledÂ with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. All board and batten shutters are sold primed or fully painted to completely cover all surfaces. California RedwoodÂ is a distinctÂ species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of board and batten exterior shutters. The price of Redwood shutters is at the most affordable level and the best overall value. African Mahogany is noticeably darker reddish brown than other selections. Mahogany performs very well in outdoor conditions and there is little seasonal movement in this dense wood. Mahogany is the heaviest of the three lumbers and naturally repels insects. Western Red Cedarâ€¦
	Combo â€“ We offer combination exterior shutters for windows that combine both louvers and raised panels in wood. Price and order: [text-blocks id="comb-nav" plain="1"] Premium Wood Combo Exterior Shutters for Windows High quality natural wood exterior shutters for windows have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We use three kiln-dried lumbers to forge stiles, rails, and louvers that compose our line of wood combo shutters. The raised panel portion is formed out of Extira, a dense exterior grade MDF. Each panel is assembled with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. California Redwood is a distinct species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of custom exterior shutters for windows. The price of Redwood shutters is at the most affordable level and the best overall value. Western Red Cedar is the most common material for building exterior shutters in the industry. Cedar has many of the same qualities as Redwood, yet isâ€¦
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                                        [image: Sold redwood bahama shutter for bermuda windows.]
                                    

                                    Cedar Bahama shutter with 1 sub-stile & 1.5″ louvers
                                
	
                                    
                                        [image: Wooden cedar bahama shutters for exterior windows.]
                                    

                                    Wood Bahama shutter with 1 sub-stile
                                
	
                                    
                                        [image: Zoom view wooden bahama shutter that hangs from a house window.]
                                    

                                    Wood Bahama shutter
                                
	
                                    
                                        [image: Exterior Bahama shutter installed on a tropical window.]
                                    

                                    Wood Bahama shutter installed with no sub-stile
                                
	
                                    
                                        [image: Outdoor Bahama shutters install on a coastal window.]
                                    

                                    Wood Bahama shutter installed
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                DimensionsCustomize[image: ]
Width
15 inches
15.25 inches
15.5 inches
15.75 inches
16 inches
16.25 inches
16.5 inches
16.75 inches
17 inches
17.25 inches
17.5 inches
17.75 inches
18 inches
18.25 inches
18.5 inches
18.75 inches
19 inches
19.25 inches
19.5 inches
19.75 inches
20 inches
20.25 inches
20.5 inches
20.75 inches
21 inches
21.25 inches
21.5 inches
21.75 inches
22 inches
22.25 inches
22.5 inches
22.75 inches
23 inches
23.25 inches
23.5 inches
23.75 inches
24 inches
24.25 inches
24.5 inches
24.75 inches
25 inches
25.25 inches
25.5 inches
25.75 inches
26 inches
26.25 inches
26.5 inches
26.75 inches
27 inches
27.25 inches
27.5 inches
27.75 inches
28 inches
28.25 inches
28.5 inches
28.75 inches
29 inches
29.25 inches
29.5 inches
29.75 inches
30 inches
30.25 inches
30.5 inches
30.75 inches
31 inches
31.25 inches
31.5 inches
31.75 inches
32 inches
32.25 inches
32.5 inches
32.75 inches
33 inches
33.25 inches
33.5 inches
33.75 inches
34 inches
34.25 inches
34.5 inches
34.75 inches
35 inches
35.25 inches
35.5 inches
35.75 inches
36 inches
36.25 inches
36.5 inches
36.75 inches
37 inches
37.25 inches
37.5 inches
37.75 inches
38 inches
38.25 inches
38.5 inches
38.75 inches
39 inches
39.25 inches
39.5 inches
39.75 inches
40 inches
40.25 inches
40.5 inches
40.75 inches
41 inches
41.25 inches
41.5 inches
41.75 inches
42 inches
42.25 inches
42.5 inches
42.75 inches
43 inches
43.25 inches
43.5 inches
43.75 inches
44 inches
44.25 inches
44.5 inches
44.75 inches
45 inches
45.25 inches
45.5 inches
45.75 inches
46 inches
46.25 inches
46.5 inches
46.75 inches
47 inches
47.25 inches
47.5 inches
47.75 inches
48 inches
48.25 inches
48.5 inches
48.75 inches
49 inches
49.25 inches
49.5 inches
49.75 inches
50 inches
50.25 inches
50.5 inches
50.75 inches
51 inches
51.25 inches
51.5 inches
51.75 inches
52 inches
52.25 inches
52.5 inches
52.75 inches
53 inches
53.25 inches
53.5 inches
53.75 inches
54 inches
54.25 inches
54.5 inches
54.75 inches
55 inches
55.25 inches
55.5 inches
55.75 inches
56 inches
56.25 inches
56.5 inches
56.75 inches
57 inches
57.25 inches
57.5 inches
57.75 inches
58 inches
58.25 inches
58.5 inches
58.75 inches
59 inches
59.25 inches
59.5 inches
59.75 inches
60 inches
60.25 inches
60.5 inches
60.75 inches
61 inches
61.25 inches
61.5 inches
61.75 inches
62 inches
62.25 inches
62.5 inches
62.75 inches
63 inches
63.25 inches
63.5 inches
63.75 inches
64 inches
64.25 inches
64.5 inches
64.75 inches
65 inches
65.25 inches
65.5 inches
65.75 inches
66 inches
66.25 inches
66.5 inches
66.75 inches
67 inches
67.25 inches
67.5 inches
67.75 inches
68 inches
68.25 inches
68.5 inches
68.75 inches
69 inches
69.25 inches
69.5 inches
69.75 inches
70 inches
70.25 inches
70.5 inches
70.75 inches
71 inches
71.25 inches
71.5 inches
71.75 inches
72 inches
72.25 inches
72.5 inches
72.75 inches
73 inches
73.25 inches
73.5 inches
73.75 inches
74 inches
74.25 inches
74.5 inches
74.75 inches
75 inches
75.25 inches
75.5 inches
75.75 inches
76 inches
76.25 inches
76.5 inches
76.75 inches
77 inches
77.25 inches
77.5 inches
77.75 inches
78 inches
78.25 inches
78.5 inches
78.75 inches
79 inches
79.25 inches
79.5 inches
79.75 inches
80 inches
80.25 inches
80.5 inches
80.75 inches
81 inches
81.25 inches
81.5 inches
81.75 inches
82 inches
82.25 inches
82.5 inches
82.75 inches
83 inches
83.25 inches
83.5 inches
83.75 inches
84 inches
84.25 inches
84.5 inches
84.75 inches
85 inches


Height
18 inches
18.25 inches
18.5 inches
18.75 inches
19 inches
19.25 inches
19.5 inches
19.75 inches
20 inches
20.25 inches
20.5 inches
20.75 inches
21 inches
21.25 inches
21.5 inches
21.75 inches
22 inches
22.25 inches
22.5 inches
22.75 inches
23 inches
23.25 inches
23.5 inches
23.75 inches
24 inches
24.25 inches
24.5 inches
24.75 inches
25 inches
25.25 inches
25.5 inches
25.75 inches
26 inches
26.25 inches
26.5 inches
26.75 inches
27 inches
27.25 inches
27.5 inches
27.75 inches
28 inches
28.25 inches
28.5 inches
28.75 inches
29 inches
29.25 inches
29.5 inches
29.75 inches
30 inches
30.25 inches
30.5 inches
30.75 inches
31 inches
31.25 inches
31.5 inches
31.75 inches
32 inches
32.25 inches
32.5 inches
32.75 inches
33 inches
33.25 inches
33.5 inches
33.75 inches
34 inches
34.25 inches
34.5 inches
34.75 inches
35 inches
35.25 inches
35.5 inches
35.75 inches
36 inches
36.25 inches
36.5 inches
36.75 inches
37 inches
37.25 inches
37.5 inches
37.75 inches
38 inches
38.25 inches
38.5 inches
38.75 inches
39 inches
39.25 inches
39.5 inches
39.75 inches
40 inches
40.25 inches
40.5 inches
40.75 inches
41 inches
41.25 inches
41.5 inches
41.75 inches
42 inches
42.25 inches
42.5 inches
42.75 inches
43 inches
43.25 inches
43.5 inches
43.75 inches
44 inches
44.25 inches
44.5 inches
44.75 inches
45 inches
45.25 inches
45.5 inches
45.75 inches
46 inches
46.25 inches
46.5 inches
46.75 inches
47 inches
47.25 inches
47.5 inches
47.75 inches
48 inches
48.25 inches
48.5 inches
48.75 inches
49 inches
49.25 inches
49.5 inches
49.75 inches
50 inches
50.25 inches
50.5 inches
50.75 inches
51 inches
51.25 inches
51.5 inches
51.75 inches
52 inches
52.25 inches
52.5 inches
52.75 inches
53 inches
53.25 inches
53.5 inches
53.75 inches
54 inches
54.25 inches
54.5 inches
54.75 inches
55 inches
55.25 inches
55.5 inches
55.75 inches
56 inches
56.25 inches
56.5 inches
56.75 inches
57 inches
57.25 inches
57.5 inches
57.75 inches
58 inches
58.25 inches
58.5 inches
58.75 inches
59 inches
59.25 inches
59.5 inches
59.75 inches
60 inches
60.25 inches
60.5 inches
60.75 inches
61 inches
61.25 inches
61.5 inches
61.75 inches
62 inches
62.25 inches
62.5 inches
62.75 inches
63 inches
63.25 inches
63.5 inches
63.75 inches
64 inches
64.25 inches
64.5 inches
64.75 inches
65 inches
65.25 inches
65.5 inches
65.75 inches
66 inches
66.25 inches
66.5 inches
66.75 inches
67 inches
67.25 inches
67.5 inches
67.75 inches
68 inches
68.25 inches
68.5 inches
68.75 inches
69 inches
69.25 inches
69.5 inches
69.75 inches
70 inches
70.25 inches
70.5 inches
70.75 inches
71 inches
71.25 inches
71.5 inches
71.75 inches
72 inches
72.25 inches
72.5 inches
72.75 inches
73 inches
73.25 inches
73.5 inches
73.75 inches
74 inches
74.25 inches
74.5 inches
74.75 inches
75 inches
75.25 inches
75.5 inches
75.75 inches
76 inches
76.25 inches
76.5 inches
76.75 inches
77 inches
77.25 inches
77.5 inches
77.75 inches
78 inches
78.25 inches
78.5 inches
78.75 inches
79 inches
79.25 inches
79.5 inches
79.75 inches
80 inches
80.25 inches
80.5 inches
80.75 inches
81 inches
81.25 inches
81.5 inches
81.75 inches
82 inches
82.25 inches
82.5 inches
82.75 inches
83 inches
83.25 inches
83.5 inches
83.75 inches
84 inches
84.25 inches
84.5 inches
84.75 inches
85 inches



The width and height are available in 0.25â€� increments. Bahama shutters hinge at the top and should be proportional to the window opening.

Read More
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Please complete all fields above.LouverCustomize[image: ]
	[image: 1.75]	1.75″ Louver (Fixed)
	[image: 1.5]	1.5″ Louver (Fixed) (+$)

Click on the desired louver size. 1.75â€� louvers are standard and integrate with most home styles. Smaller 1.5â€� louvers are often used to match existing shutters.

Read More



Next



Please complete all fields above.Vertical Sub-StilesCustomize[image: ]
	[image: No Vertical Sub-Stiles]	No Vertical Sub-Stiles
	[image: One Vertical Sub-Stile]	One Vertical Sub-Stile
	[image: Two Vertical Sub-Stiles]	Two Vertical Sub-Stiles
	[image: Three Vertical Sub-Stiles]	Three Vertical Sub-Stiles
	[image: Four Vertical Sub-Stiles]	Four Vertical Sub-Stiles

Sub-stiles allow Bahama shutters to be made wider to cover the full window. The available sub-stiles configurations are based on the shutter width. 

Read More



Next



Please complete all fields above.Divider RailCustomize[image: ]
 [image: No]	No
 [image: One Horizontal at Center]	One Horizontal at Center
 [image: One Horizontal Custom]	One Horizontal Custom
 [image: Two Custom Locations (+$)]	Two Custom Locations (+$)


Choose Division Point 1


Choose Division Point 2


A horizontal divider rail creates multiple vertical louver sections. A divider rail can add visual interest but may also interrupt sight lines. A â€œdivision pointâ€� is needed for custom locations.

Read More



Next



Please complete all fields above.FinishCustomize[image: ]
 [image: Unfinished - Paint Grade]	Unfinished – Paint Grade
 [image: Unfinished - Stain Grade (+$)]	Unfinished – Stain Grade (+$)
 [image: Primed]	Primed
 [image: Painted Standard Color] Painted Standard Color
 [image: Painted Custom Color (+$)] Painted Custom Color (+$)

Color
Black
Black Forest Green
Charcoal Slate
Hamilton Blue
Chrome Green
Cottage Red
Tudor Brown
Country Redwood
White (+$)


Unlimited colors: Specify the manufacturer name, color name and color code to match
Price: One-time $200 to match the color (for the order, NOT per shutter)
Color Company, Name, & Code
Specify unfinished, primed only or a fully primed and painted finish. Choose from nine standard paint colors or unlimited custom colors. 

Read More

View Colors



Next




Please complete all fields above.WoodCustomize[image: ]
 [image: Red Grandis]Red Grandis

 [image: Cedar]Cedar

 [image: Mahogany]Mahogany


Select from three high-quality durable premium woods: Red Grandis, Cedar or Mahogany. 

Read More
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                        Shutter Quantity (NOT pairs)                    


                    
                        Per Shutter: $0

                        Total Price: $0

                            
                                Free Shipping!
                                Please complete all fields above.
                                Add to cart
                            

                    

                


                                

            

        

    







    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Description

                            Wood exterior Bahama shutters are prominent in tropical areas and along the Southern coast of the United States. The style promotes ventilation with outside air, while simultaneously shading windows from direct sunlight. Multi-functional Bermuda shutters hinge from the top of a window and lifts from the bottom. Tilt arms at the base of the opening brace the outside shutter away from the house. Fixed louvers allow for only minimally impeded sight lines. Outdoor wood Bahama shutters can close to assist tropical storm protection.
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                                                            [image: Production time]Current production time:

Approximately 4-6 weeks[image: Info]


                                                    
	
                                                            [image: Shipping]Bahama shutters ship FREE![image: Info]


                                                    
	
                                                            [image: 4.5 stars]Reviews (4.8)[image: Info]


                                                    


                            

        

    






    
        



        
            
                Exterior Bahama Shutter Hardware

                
Bahama shutters use specialty hardware to install to the top of the window and prop out at the bottom. This requires a hinge designed to allow the shutter to hang in the desired position and is strong enough for regular operation. Shutter stays, or arms, lock the shutter in place away from the window at the bottom. ShutterLand does not sell hardware, but does have a trusted source with great selection, helpful customer service and reasonable pricing.

 



                                    View Hardware Options
                            

        


    







    Dimensions


        
                    
            	1 Â¾â€� Louvers (standard)
	1 Â½â€� Louvers


        

    
    
                                                                
                    
                        	
                                    Width


                                    
                                        15 â€“ 85â€³ in 0.25â€³ increments

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Height


                                    
                                        18 â€“ 85â€³ in 0.25â€³ increments

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Louvers


                                    
                                        1.75″ louvers

Spaced on 1.5″ centers

0.25″ thick

Fixed 30Â° angle

0.5625â€� space between louvers

                                                                                            
                                                    Calculate number                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                




		
		

		

		

	







	                                                            

                                                            
                                                                
                                                                    Close
                                                                
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                
	
                                    Side Stiles


                                    
                                        2.125â€³ wide

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Sub-Stile(s)


                                    
                                        2.125â€³ wide

â€”

Shutter width:

No sub-stile: 15 â€“ 23.5â€³

1 sub-stile: 23.75 â€“ 45â€³

2 sub-stiles: 36 â€“ 66.25â€³

3 sub-stiles: 48 â€“ 85â€³

4 sub-stiles: 60 â€“ 85â€³

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Top Rail


                                    
                                        3″ height

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Divider Rail


                                    
                                        3â€³ height

Optional

Division Point: Bottom of shutter to center of divider

Second divider rail available

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Bottom Rail


                                    
                                        3 â€“ 5â€� height

                                                                                            
                                                    Calculate size                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                




		
		

		

		

	







	                                                            

                                                            
                                                                
                                                                    Close
                                                                
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                
	
                                    Shutter Depth


                                    
                                        1.5â€³ thick

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Spec Sheet


                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                            PDF Spec Sheet
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                


                                                    
                                
                                    
                                        [image: ]
                                        
                                                                                

                                    
                                

                            

                                            

                

                                            
                    
                        	
                                    Width


                                    
                                        15 â€“ 85â€³ in 0.25â€³ increments

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Height


                                    
                                        18 â€“ 85â€³ in 0.25â€³ increments

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Louvers


                                    
                                        1.5″ louvers (+$)

Fixed 45Â° angle

Spaced on 1.25″ centers

0.25″ thick

Space between louvers

                                                                                            
                                                    Calculate number                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                




		
		

		

		

	







	                                                            

                                                            
                                                                
                                                                    Close
                                                                
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                
	
                                    Side Stiles


                                    
                                        2.125â€³ wide

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Sub-Stile(s)


                                    
                                        2.125â€³ wide

â€”

Shutter width:

No sub-stile: 15 â€“ 23.5â€³

1 sub-stile: 23.75 â€“ 45â€³

2 sub-stiles: 36 â€“ 66.25â€³

3 sub-stiles: 48 â€“ 85â€³

4 sub-stiles: 60 â€“ 85â€³

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Top Rail


                                    
                                        3″ height

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Divider Rail


                                    
                                        3â€³ height

Optional under 70â€³

Required over 70â€³

Division Point:

Bottom of shutter to center of divider

Second divider rail available

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Bottom Rail


                                    
                                        3 â€“ 5â€� height

                                                                                            
                                                    Calculate size                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                




		
		

		

		

	







	                                                            

                                                            
                                                                
                                                                    Close
                                                                
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                
	
                                    Shutter Depth


                                    
                                        1.5â€³ thick

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Spec Sheet


                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                            PDF Spec Sheet
                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                


                                                    
                                
                                    
                                        [image: ]
                                        
                                                                                

                                    
                                

                            

                                            

                

                        






    Details


        
                    
            

        

    
    
                                                                
                    
                        	
                                    Material


                                    
                                        Kiln dried Red Grandis
Kiln dried Cedar
Kiln dried Mahogany
                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Finish & Colors


                                    
                                        Standard paint (9 colors)*
Custom color (+$)*
*Touch-up paint included
Primed only
Unfinished â€“ Paint Grade
Unfinished â€“ Stain Grade
                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Assembly


                                    
                                        All solid components
Joints secured with:
2.5â€� wood dowels
Polyurethane exterior glue
& 3.5â€� threaded screw
                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Top Options


                                    
                                        Straight
Arch top
                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Production


                                    
                                        Approximate time: 4-6 weeks

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Weight


                                    
                                        Approximately 2.5 lbs per sq ft

                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Warranty


                                    
                                        Limited lifetime
                                                                                                                        

                                
	
                                    Measure


                                    
                                                                                                Instructions

                                                                                                                                            
                                                    How to Measure                                                    [image: ]
                                                
                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            

                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Close
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                
	
                                    Install


                                    
                                                                                                Instructions

                                                                                                                                            
                                                    How to Install                                                    [image: ]
                                                
                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            

                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Close
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                
	
                                    Hardware


                                    
                                        Bahama Shutter Hardware

                                                                                                                        

                                


                                            

                

                        






            
                                                            
                
                    
                        

                        
                            How to Measure

                            More information
                        

                    

                

                                                            
                
                    
                        

                        
                            How to Install

                            More information
                        

                    

                

                    

    




    
        
        	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Thank you for a smooth transaction, I would recommend your services.                    


                    
                        G.P.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        My experience with Shutterland has been outstanding. From order to shipment/delivery to paint prep and final painting all went super. They look great! I …                    


                    
                        Norm B.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I ordered a set of exterior louvered shutters from Shutterland last fall. I recently had them painted and installed. I wanted to let you know …                    


                    
                        Pamela S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Received my order – I have to commend you on the quality and construction of the product made to a standard way above my expectations particularly …                    


                    
                        Bill O.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I was looking for shutters to replace our original (and rotting) wooden shutters on our home, built in 1942. Comparing materials, prices, and quality, I …                    


                    
                        David A.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I ordered my shutters online and it was nice to be able to give my custom measurements so that everything was snug for my application. …                    


                    
                        Michael A.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We are very pleased with the quality of our new shutters.Â They’re well made; very solid and substantial.Â Much better than the cheaper vinyl …                    


                    
                        Nancy R.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We had three sets of shutters that were five years old that began to deteriorate.Â  We ordered the Shutterland shutters with California Redwood to get …                    


                    
                        James R.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Shutters came as expected, and matched well with the siding color, the roof color and the door. They were solid and very high quality – as …                    


                    
                        Ravi S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        My experience with Shutterland was good.Â  The shutters were easy to order and arrived within the quoted amount of time. The product arrived exactly as …                    


                    
                        Cameron S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We love the final results of our Shutterland flat panel composite shutters. We live in Florida and the constant humidity and wet weather can wreak …                    


                    
                        Geoffrey M.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We are very pleased with our Bahama shutters we ordered from you. The quality of product as well as service from both Shutterland and House …                    


                    
                        Chuck O.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        The shutters really are beautiful. The painter we are using took one look at them and said “these are the heaviest, most sturdy shutters I …                    


                    
                        Doug B.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        This is my favorite historical renovation yet thanks to your shutters with tilt rods.                    


                    
                        Sherri L.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We wanted to get the old falling-apart shutters replaced before the holidays, and it was mid September. When I found Shutterland online, I called …                    


                    
                        Tom A.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We are pleased with the quality, pricing and results achieved with the shutters. Of note, unfortunately we were not aware of your site and ordered …                    


                    
                        John Z.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We are loving your shutters installed on our historic home in Charleston, SC. BAR approved and looking good! We will order another set for a …                    


                    
                        Lani C.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        My experience with Shutterland.com was very good.Â  The shutters arrived considerably earlier than I expected, and I was very pleased with them.Â  The shutters …                    


                    
                        Mark G.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        The shutters were delivered in a timely fashion. They were exactly like the way they were pictured. We are very pleased with the shutters. We …                    


                    
                        Steve S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        This was my first time using Shutterland. The company was always professional to deal with and kept me informed of the production timeline throughout the …                    


                    
                        Adam D.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Our house took a direct hit from Hurricane Irma last year when the storm made landfall in our ocean front yard as a Category 4 …                    


                    
                        Roy S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I ordered custom size exterior shutters from ShutterLand and they are awesome!Â  They look great and really add to the beauty of our home. Thanks …                    


                    
                        Stephen D.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We had an excellent experience with ShutterLand. Our shutters were delivered in the time frame we were told and were the proper size and of …                    


                    
                        Pam D.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        My exterior louvered shutters arrived today. Just beautiful!!! I almost hate to have to paint them. They are sturdy, well constructed and much more than …                    


                    
                        Joe & Kirsten S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Great selection of sizes and styles of exterior window shutters; easy to order online. Delivery was timely, the quality outstanding. It was a pleasure to …                    


                    
                        James B.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I was amazed at the quality of your window shutters. It was far superior to any other house shutter material I have purchased. Excellent quality …                    


                    
                        Bruce G.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        The best shutters we have ever had, and I can’t believe we ordered them on the Internet! I have given your web address to …                    


                    
                        Caroline N.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Wooden exterior shutters are well made and beautiful. I just finished painting them and can’t wait to get them on my house!                    


                    
                        Cheryl B.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I was so happy to find your company online and you had exactly what I wanted at a good price and excellent workmanship.                    


                    
                        Beth K.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I would use this source again for outdoor shutters and would also recommend it to others. The price, quality and service were excellent.                    


                    
                        Gordon S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Much better than my “in-store” experience. Great exterior shutter selection and prices!                    


                    
                        James P.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        My wife and I recently purchased four cedar shutters from you. They arrived on time and in perfect condition. I just wanted to let you …                    


                    
                        Mark H.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I had a question about priming the shutters and your representative, Jack, gave me a very quick and useful response on just how to prime …                    


                    
                        Neil S.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Thank you so much. My wife was blown-away at how nice they look and the color is a perfect complement to our new concrete-…                    


                    
                        Tom B.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I recently ordered some exteriorÂ shutters from your company. I want to tell you how impressed I was with the quality of your work. I …                    


                    
                        Paul G.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Having checked many sources for good quality combination house shutters, I found ShutterLand to have a good selection with the sizes I needed and excellent …                    


                    
                        David F.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        We are very pleased with the fast service and quality of product; we have had many compliments on our raised panel shutters and are happy …                    


                    
                        Lori W.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        These are the best shutters (quality and price) I have found anywhere.                    


                    
                        John R.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        My experience was great. Thanks.                    


                    
                        Roger                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Being somewhat of a woodworker myself, I was very impressed with the quality of workmanship that went into the shutters. I will no doubt use …                    


                    
                        Peter P.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I would definitely purchase from Shutterland again!                    


                    
                        ShutterLand Customer                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Shutters were made with excellent, quality materials and delivered undamaged and in a timely manner.                    


                    
                        David W.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        Very satisfactory experience with your company. Well made shutters and good service. Thanks!                    


                    
                        Mark G.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I just want to say how much I LOVE the shutters I ordered from y’all (yes, I’m from South Louisiana so I don’…                    


                    
                        Charlotte H.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        The shutters arrived Monday, right on schedule. They are SO BEAUTIFUL. I just wanted to stand and admire them. I HATED to paint them. They …                    


                    
                        Rebecca T.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        I have an older home and wanted to keep the authentic look of raised panel outside shutters. The original wood shutters had been painted numerous …                    


                    
                        Karen R.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        The exterior shutter looks like a work of art. The other house shutters that I have are either molded plastic or older wood ones that …                    


                    
                        Sparky K.                    

                
	

                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                    


                    
                        This is the only web site I found that was truly adequate for ordering quick shutters without any other contact. Very convenient.                    


                    
                        Allen P.                    
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Construction of Bahama Shutters




Bahama shutters can be manufactured from any of our premium wood options: Red Grandis, Cedar or Mahogany. We start with high quality kiln-dried lumber to fabricate solid 1 Â½â€� thick exterior shutters that can weather harsh outdoor environments. After components are cut to size, stiles and rails are joined with 2 Â½â€� wood dowels, exterior glue and a threaded screw for longevity. Louvers are inserted by hand into machine-drilled slots in the side stiles at precise intervals. The louvers are in fixed position with space between louvers to promote ventilation.




ShutterLand exterior shutters are manufactured in the United States to your specifications in around 4-6 weeks. After completion, the window shutters are shipped directly to your home, ready to install.






Pros




+  Can be installed with functional hinges
+  Historically accurate
+  1.5â€³ thick shutters
+  Sustainable kiln-dried lumber
+  Solid / Straight / Smooth components
+  Strong and durable
+  Full range of sizes available
+  Unlimited paint colors
+  Can be stained
+  Long life expectancy
+  Free shipping for most sizes







Cons




â€“  Can absorb moisture if finish compromised
â€“  Moderately heavy








Bermuda Wood Shutter Colors




ShutterLand offers exterior Bahama shutters in a variety of finishes â€“ unfinished, primed or factory painted. Unfinished shutters are raw wood require sanding, priming and two coats of exterior-grade paint to complete. Shutters that have been primed in the factory just need to be sanded and wiped clean before accepting paint. Shutters finished in the factory receive two coats of premium quality exterior paint then are shipped ready to install.
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The factory paint color options are almost limitless. ShutterLand offers nine standard paint colors that are similar to some of Benjamin Mooreâ€™s most popular colors are available in stock. If you prefer a color that is not standard, provide any paint manufacturer name, color name and color code. We will mix the custom color for a one-time fee of $200 per order. White or light-base colors may require an additional $35 per shutter. The increased amount is applied because light-based colors are more difficult to apply than darker colors, and will be presented for approval before an order is processed.




Options for Bermuda Shutters




All Bahama shutters are made with sections of louvers divided by one or more vertical sub-stiles, depending on the width of the shutter (see chart above). There are also options for a horizontal division point. Many Bermuda shutters do not have a horizontal divider rail, but for exceptionally tall Bahama shutters above 70â€�, it is required for structural stability. ShutterLand can manufacture Bermuda shutters with a centered divider rail or custom locate one or two horizontal divider rails to specification.




Bermuda shutters do require specific installation hardware to ensure functionality. The tilt arms (also called stay bars) that hold shutters in the open position can be almost invisible or can be a decorative element of their own. Some are elaborate iron scrollwork, while others can be more whimsical wooden cutouts like fish or sailboats. ShutterLand focuses on the production of shutters and does not supply hardware. Proceed to the hardware page for sourcing information.




ShutterLand is the ultimate resource for exceptional exterior shutters, and we have compiled detailed instructions for measuring, ordering and installing Bermuda exterior shutters. If you have any remaining questions, the experienced staff at ShutterLand will be happy to help!





Visitors also considered
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Premium Wood Louvered Exterior Shutters

Price & Order



	
[image: Exterior louvered pine shutters for house windows.]


Exterior Louvered Economy Pine Shutters

Price & Order



	
[image: Outdoor louvered composite shutters for windows.]


Composite Louvered Exterior Shutters

Price & Order



	
[image: Redwood outdoor solid raised panel shutters.]


Premium Wood Raised Panel Shutters

Price & Order



	
[image: Wooden Cedar combo window shutters.]


Wood Combo Shutters

Price & Order



	
[image: Redwood board and batten wooden window shutters.]


Wood Board & Batten Shutters

Price & Order











      

    


    

  

  
          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Bahama shutter with no sub-stiles.]
                          


                          
                              Straight Top Shutters

                              Straight top shutters are manufactured with a square horizontal top.

Rail sizes are displayed in the “Dimensions” area on the main order page.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Springline measurement for louvered arch shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Arch Top Shutters

                              Arch top shutters are made with a curved top.

The specified shutter height is the dimension of the long vertical edge of the shutter.

The required springline is the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch.



                                                                
                                      More about arch top shutters                                      [image: New window]
                                  
                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates louver areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 2 Â½â€� on front and back and rabbeted to reduce gap between rail and louvers.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 90â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 90â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: One custom divider rail on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail*
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 90â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 90â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two custom divider rails on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail*
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail*
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rails may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates louver areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 3″ for 1.75″ 1.5″ louvers.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 90â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 90â€³
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                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail*
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 90â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 90â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two custom divider rails on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail*
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail*
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rails may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates louver areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 3.5″ for 1.75″ louvers and 3″ for 1.5″ louvers.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 90â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 90â€³
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                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail*
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 90â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 90â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.
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                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail*
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail*
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rails may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Measure PVC Shutters


                  
                  PVC exterior shutters install to the side of the window using one of two methods.

Stationary shutters permanently attach to the side of the window in a fixed location with the included polycarbonate mounting brackets.

Functional shutters mount with operable exterior hardware to pivot from a position flanking the window to cover the window opening.

How the window is measured depends on which of these two options is selected.



                

            

          
                  Measure Wood Shutters


                  
                  Wood exterior shutters install to the side of the window using one of two methods.

Stationary shutters permanently attach to the side of the window in a fixed location.

Functional shutters mount with operable exterior hardware to pivot from a position flanking the window to cover the window opening.

How the window is measured depends on which of these two options is selected.



                

                  
                  
                    Full Measuring Guidelines                  
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                              1.75" Louvers (Standard)

                              	1.75″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.75″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
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                              1.5" Louvers

                              	1.5″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.5″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
	Adds $25 per shutter




                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  ShutterLand’s manufacturing process has been streamlined to keep costs and manufacturing time at a minimum. Therefore, we do not deviate from these two louver sizes.



                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Tilt bar on fixed wood louvered shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar

                              A tilt bar is a narrow vertical wood rod that interconnects a group of horizontal louvers. A tilt bar used in conjunction with movable louvers unifies the slats and allows them to rotate at one time. Louvers on ShutterLand premium wood louvers are fixed in position and do not rotate. A faux tilt bar can be attached to replicate the appearance of movable louvers, usually for historical purposes. Selection of a tilt bar adds $40 to the price of each shutter.

Most exterior shutter applications do not require a tilt bar.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Outside wooden louvered shutter with faux tilt bar.]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar - Shutter With a Divider Rail

                              If a divider rail is employed, the tilt bar can be added to all louver sections or only added to one section.

After incorporating a tilt bar, it is necessary to establish if the tilt bar will be applied to all louvers and if the louvers will be in an up or down position.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Fixed louvers positioned down with a tilt bar for exterior shutters]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar - Louvers Down

                              The tilt bar can be attached on the side of the shutter with the louvers in a down position.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Fixed louvers positioned up with a tilt bar for exterior shutters]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar - Louvers Up

                              The tilt bar can be attached on the side of the shutter with the louvers in an up position.
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                              Red Grandis

                              Red Grandis is a nearly perfect high quality hardwood to manufacture exceptional exterior shutters. It has straight tight grain and minimal knotting, resulting in a consistently smooth texture. The fibers are relatively uniform in color with variations from light pink to dark red, and accept paint or stain well. Red Grandis is dimensionally stable and extremely strong.
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                              Cedar

                              Cedar is the most common and recognizable tree species for the construction of outdoor shutters. This aromatic timber is resistant to both insects and decay. Cedar has condensed grain with few knots, resulting in straight handsome shutters with tones of red, brown, and tan. Cedar paints and stain well.
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                              Mahogany

                              Mahogany has a compact grain with a rich, warm, reddish-brown hue. Mahogany shutters are strong, sturdy, and moisture resistant. Mahogany is relatively easy to finish and is heavier than other woods offered.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Builder grade wood shutters with louvers and tilt bar.]
                          


                          
                              Tilt Bar

                              A tilt bar is a narrow vertical wood rod that interconnects a group of horizontal louvers. A tilt bar used in conjunction with movable louvers unifies the slats and allows them to rotate at one time. Louvers on ShutterLand wood louvers are fixed in position and do not rotate. A faux tilt bar can be attached to replicate the appearance of movable louvers, usually for historical purposes. Selection of a tilt bar adds $40 to the price of each shutter.

Most exterior shutter applications do not require a tilt bar.

If a divider rail is employed, the tilt bar can be added to all louver sections or only added to one section.

After incorporating a tilt bar, it is necessary to establish if the tilt bar will be applied to all louvers and if the louvers will be in an up or down position.
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                              Faux Tilt Bar - Louvers Down

                              The tilt bar can be attached on the side of the shutter with the louvers in a down position.
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                              Faux Tilt Bar - Louvers Up

                              The tilt bar can be attached on the side of the shutter with the louvers in an up position.
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                              Pine Wood Louvers

                              	1.75″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.75″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section


ShutterLand’s manufacturing process has been streamlined to keep costs and manufacturing time at a minimum. Therefore, we do not deviate from this louver size.
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                              Southern Yellow Pine

                              Southern Yellow Pine is the most affordable solid wood option. This wood has a beautiful golden color with a distinct wood grain pattern that is 99.9% knot free. Â It is kiln-dried to minimum moisture content and cut to 1″ thick shutters. The joints between stiles and rails are glued, doweled, and screwed for ultimate strength.

Southern Yellow Pine shutters are considered entry-level, or builder grade, with lower performance standards compared to 1.5″ thick premium wood shutters.



                                                                
                                      Read more                                      [image: New window]
                                  
                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Measure Composite Shutters


                  
                  Composite exterior shutters install in a stationary position to the side of the window with the included Lexan polycarbonate fixed mounting brackets.

The v-shaped 1-1/8â€³ x 1-1/8â€³ brackets are specifically suited for use with outdoor composite shutters. The vertical side of the bracket attaches to the building and the horizontal side to the top or bottom of the shutter. The brackets extend the full width of the shutter and are not easily visible after installation.



                

                  
                  
                    Full Measuring Instructions                  
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                              1.75" Composite Louvers (Standard)

                              	1.75″ visible surface area (see illustration)
	Length 5″ less than shutter width
	Louver sections made in one piece (not separate, individual louvers)
	No space between louvers
	Fixed down at 10Â° angle
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
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                              1" Composite Louvers

                              	1″ visible surface area (see illustration)
	Length 5″ less than shutter width
	Louver sections made in one piece (not separate, individual louvers)
	No space between louvers
	Fixed down at 20Â° angle
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
	Adds $15 per shutter




                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  ShutterLandâ€™s manufacturing process has been streamlined to keep costs and manufacturing time at a minimum. Therefore, we do not deviate from these two louver sizes.



                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Exterior composite louvered shutter with faux tilt bar.]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar

                              A tilt bar is a narrow vertical wood rod that interconnects a group of horizontal louvers. Historically, a tilt bar unifies a group of movable louvers to allow them to rotate at one time. ShutterLand composite louvers are fixed in a downward-pointing position and do NOT rotate. A faux tilt bar can be attached to replicate the appearance of movable louvers, usually for historical purposes. Selection of a tilt bar adds $40 to the price of each shutter.

Most exterior shutter applications do not require a tilt bar.
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                              Composite Shutters

                              ShutterLand composite shutters are constructed from Extira. The material is manufactured from sustainable wood fibers and marine-grade resins to form large 1.25″ thick solid straight sheets. Individual components are then milled and fabricated into custom shutters. Extira is designed for outdoor applications where humidity and moisture varies. It is strong and resilient with a long projected life.
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                              [image: Raw unfinished PVC shutter material.]
                          


                          
                              Unfinished - Paint Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. Small blemishes may be repaired with wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity of the shutter or show through the paint. PVC shutters do not require priming and it is not necessary for paint adhesion.
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                              Standard Paint Colors

                              Select from 9 standard paint colors. Painted exterior shutters areÂ  sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Custom paint colors for shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Custom Paint Colors

                              Choose a custom paint color for a one-time amount of $200 to match the color (NOT per shutter). Provide the paint manufacturer, color name, and color code to match. Or a color chip or physical sample may be mailed to match.

Painted PVC exterior shutters are lightly sanded and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish. The paint manufacturer specifically instructs that PVC shutters not be primed in preparation for application of paint.
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                              Unfinished - Paint Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are sanded. Small blemishes are repaired with wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity of the shutter or show through the paint. Priming is recommended to seal the grain and support paint adhesion.
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                              Unfinished - Stain Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are thoroughly sanded. Wood is selected for a relatively uniform grain. Minor blemishes (if any) are repaired with stainable wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity or appearance of the shutter.
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                              Primed

                              Primed shutters are sprayed with Benjamin Moore Aqua Lock Plus acrylic water-based universal primer / sealer. This primer provides complete coverage to seal the porous raw surface, block stains and prevent bleed-through. The medium gray primed surface will need to be sanded with 220 grit sandpaper and wiped clear of dust before painting.
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                              Standard Paint Colors

                              Select from 9 standard paint colors. Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              Custom Paint Colors

                              Choose a custom paint color for a one-time amount of $200 to match the color (NOT per shutter). Provide the paint manufacturer, color name, and color code to match. Or a color chip or physical sample may be mailed to match.

Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              [image: Exterior flat panel outdoor shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Straight Top Shutters

                              Straight top shutters are manufactured with a square horizontal top.

Rail sizes are displayed in the “Dimensions” area on the main order page.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Springline measurement for solid panel shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Arch Top Shutters

                              Arch top shutters are made with a curved top.

The specified shutter height is the dimension of the long vertical edge of the shutter.

The required springline is the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch.



                                                                
                                      More about arch top shutters                                      [image: New window]
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                              Raised Panel

                              Crafted with a â…�â€� thick central plateau surrounded by a 1 â…›â€� wide bevel

Flat on back of shutter

Material: Extira composite
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                              Flat Panel

                              Made with a flat â…�â€� thick interior panel

Flat on back of shutter

Material: Extira composite



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Shaker panel shutter with grooves in solid panel to replicate vertical boards.]
                          


                          
                              Shaker Panel

                              Made with a flat â…�â€� thick interior panel with grooves cut to simulate vertical boards.

Shutter width:

2 grooves: 14â€� to 17 Â¾â€�

3 grooves: 18â€� to 23 Â¾â€�

4 grooves: 24â€� to 31 Â¾â€�

5 grooves: 32â€� to 39 Â¾â€�

6 grooves: 40â€� to 45â€�

Flat on back of shutter

Material: Extira composite



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates raised panel areas above and below the division.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              Solid panel with no divider rail



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Custom divider rail location for raised panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              Solid panel with one divider rail

Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two custom divider rails on raised panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              Solid panel with two divider rails

Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail

Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Unfinished Pine and PVC exterior shutter material.]
                          


                          
                              Unfinished - Paint Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are thoroughly sanded. Small blemishes are repaired with wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity of the shutter or show through the paint. Priming is recommended to seal the grain and support paint adhesion. Solid panel areas are composite and cannot be stained.
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                              Primed

                              Primed shutters are sprayed with Benjamin Moore Aqua Lock Plus acrylic water-based universal primer / sealer. This primer provides complete coverage to seal the porous raw surface, block stains and prevent bleed-through. The medium gray primed surface will need to be sanded with 220 grit sandpaper and wiped clear of dust before painting.
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                              Standard Paint Colors

                              Select from 9 standard paint colors. Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              Custom Paint Colors

                              Choose a custom paint color for a one-time amount of $200 to match the color (NOT per shutter). Provide the paint manufacturer, color name, and color code to match. Or a color chip or physical sample may be mailed to match.

Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              [image: Unfinished wood and PVC outdoor shutter material.]
                          


                          
                              Unfinished - Paint Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are thoroughly sanded. Small blemishes are repaired with wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity of the shutter or show through the paint. Priming is recommended to seal the grain and support paint adhesion. Solid panel areas are composite and cannot be stained.
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                              Primed

                              Primed shutters are sprayed with Benjamin Moore Aqua Lock Plus acrylic water-based universal primer / sealer. This primer provides complete coverage to seal the porous raw surface, block stains and prevent bleed-through. The medium gray primed surface will need to be sanded with 220 grit sandpaper and wiped clear of dust before painting.
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                              Standard Paint Colors

                              Select from 9 standard paint colors. Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              Custom Paint Colors

                              Choose a custom paint color for a one-time amount of $200 to match the color (NOT per shutter). Provide the paint manufacturer, color name, and color code to match. Or a color chip or physical sample may be mailed to match.

Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              Unfinished - Paint Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are sanded, ready to be primed. Priming is recommended to seal the material and support paint adhesion. Extira composite cannot be stained.
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                              Primed

                              Primed shutters are sprayed with Benjamin Moore Aqua Lock Plus acrylic water-based universal primer / sealer. This primer provides complete coverage to seal the porous raw surface and block stains. The medium gray primed surface will need to be sanded with 220 grit sandpaper and wiped clear of dust before painting.
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                              Standard Paint Colors

                              Select from 9 standard paint colors. Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a satin sheen finish.
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                              Custom Paint Colors

                              Choose a custom paint color for a one-time amount of $200 to match the color (NOT per shutter). Provide the paint manufacturer, color name, and color code to match. Or a color chip or physical sample may be mailed to match.

Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.



                                                                
                                      Read more                                      [image: New window]
                                  
                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Standard Paint Colors


                  
                  Select from 9 standard paint colors plus an unlimited selection of custom colors.



                

                  

                  	
                        
                          [image: Painted louvered exterior white shutters.]
                        

                        White

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Exterior louvered gray shutters for windows.]
                        

                        Charcoal Slate

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Painted black shutters perfect for white houses.]
                        

                        Black

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Dark green shutters painted for an exterior house.]
                        

                        Black Forest Green

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Outside painted green shutters for houses.]
                        

                        Chrome Green

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Blue shutters for exterior windows.]
                        

                        Hamilton Blue

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Outside red shutters for windows.]
                        

                        Country Redwood

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Dark red shutters for outdoor windows.]
                        

                        Cottage Red

                      
	
                        
                          [image: Exterior brown shutters for windows.]
                        

                        Tudor Brown
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                              Unfinished - Paint Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are thoroughly sanded. Small blemishes are repaired with wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity of the shutter or show through the paint. Priming is recommended to seal the grain and support paint adhesion.
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                              Unfinished - Stain Grade

                              Unfinished shutters are raw with no finish applied. All surfaces are thoroughly sanded. Wood is selected for a relatively uniform grain. Minor blemishes (if any) are repaired with stainable wood filler, which will arrive sanded smooth and ready to finish. Filled areas will not diminish the integrity or appearance of the shutter.
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                              Primed

                              Primed shutters are sprayed with Benjamin Moore Aqua Lock Plus acrylic water-based universal primer / sealer. This primer provides complete coverage to seal the porous raw surface, block stains and prevent bleed-through. The medium gray primed surface will need to be sanded with 220 grit sandpaper and wiped clear of dust before painting.
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                              Standard Paint Colors

                              Select from 9 standard paint colors. Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              Custom Paint Colors

                              Choose a custom paint color for a one-time amount of $200 to match the color (NOT per shutter). Provide the paint manufacturer, color name, and color code to match. Or a color chip or physical sample may be mailed to match.

Painted exterior shutters are sanded, primed, sanded, and sprayed with two ultra-durable, water-borne commercial-grade Benjamin Moore Corotech COMMAND acrylic top coats. The factory applied paint covers all surfaces in a smooth satin sheen finish.
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                              [image: Pair of louvered vinyl outside shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Straight Top

                              Straight top shutters have a standard horizontal top rail.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Vinyl louvered shutters with a cathedral top.]
                          


                          
                              Cathedral Top

                              A cathedral top is made with a small arc at the bottom of the top rail.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Arch top vinyl louvered arch top shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Arch Top 1:1 Drop

                              The arch of a 1:1 drop is equal to the width. So the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch is the same as the shutter width.

A pair of arch top shutters includes one shutter with the arch on the left side and one with the arch on the right.

*Double wide shutter cannot be made with an arch top.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Arch top vinyl louvered arch top shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Arch Top Custom Drop

                              A custom arch requires a springline measurement.

Springline – the dimension from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch.

A pair of arch top shutters includes one shutter with the arch on the left side and one with the arch on the right.

*Double wide shutter cannot be made with an arch top.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Screw for vinyl shutter installation.]
                          


                          
                              Shutter Screws

                              Shutter screws are best used to install vinyl shutters to wood siding. The screw heads are painted to match the shutter color.

Shutters are not pre-drilled.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Vinyl shutter spike for shutter installation.]
                          


                          
                              Shutter Spikes

                              Vinyl shutter spikes are designed to secure shutters to most surfaces. Screws are usually better for installing to wood. Scales, or ridges, of the shutter spike hold the apparatus in position. They are color coordinated to match the shutters.

Shutters are not pre-drilled.



                                                                
                                      How to Install Vinyl Shutters                                      [image: New window]
                                  
                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Vinyl Louvered Shutter Configurations
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                              #1

                              100% louvers top to bottom

At least one divider rail is required when the shutter height is equal to or greater than 55″. This option becomes unavailable when the height selected exceeds 54.75″.

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #2

                              One centered divider rail

50% louvers above

50% louvers below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #3

                              Two divider rails

33% louvers at top

33% louvers at center

33% louvers at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #4

                              Two divider rails

20% louvers at top

60% louvers at center

20% louvers at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #5

                              One divider rail

60% louvers above

40% louvers below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #6

                              Three divider rails

25% louvers at top

25% louvers at center

25% louvers at center

25% louvers at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #7

                              One divider rail

40% louvers above

60% louvers below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #8

                              Two divider rails

20% louvers at top

40% louvers at center

40% louvers at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #9

                              One divider rail

20% louvers above

80% louvers below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #10

                              Two divider rails

40% louvers at top

20% louvers at center

40% louvers at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

Louvers fill the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Screw for vinyl shutter installation.]
                          


                          
                              Shutter Screws

                              Shutter screws are included to install board and batten vinyl shutters. The screw heads are painted to match the shutter color.

Shutter spikes are not long enough to extend through both the board and batten.

Shutters are not pre-drilled.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates solid panel areas above and below the division.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              Solid panel with no divider rail



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Custom divider rail location for flat and shaker panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              Solid panel with one divider rail

Division Point 1: Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Multiple divider rails custom location on exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              Solid panel with two divider rails

Division Point 1: Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail

Division Point 2: Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail
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                              Raised Panel

                              Raised panels have beveled edges with a flat plateau in the center. The solid flat panel section is composite.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Exterior flat panel outdoor shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Flat Panel

                              Flat panel shutters are constructed with a central even surface with no detail. The solid flat panel section is composite.
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                              Grooved Shaker Panel

                              Shaker panel shutters are fabricated with vertical grooves cut into the central surface. The solid grooved panel section is composite. The number ofÂ  grooves is based on the shutter width.

Vertical grooves:

2 grooves for shutter widths 14â€� to 17 Â¾â€�

3 grooves for shutter widths 18â€� to 23 Â¾â€�

4 grooves for shutter widths 24â€� to 31 Â¾â€�

5 grooves for shutter widths 32â€� to 39 Â¾â€�

6 grooves for shutter widths 40â€� to 45â€�



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates one louver area above or below the division with a solid panel in the other section.



                

                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Custom divider rail location for flat and shaker panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Divider Rail

                              A horizontal divider rail is necessary to separate the top section of a combination shutter from the bottom. The solid panel section is composite. Divider rail size is displayed under “Dimensions” on the main order page

	Select “Centered” or
	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail for a “Custom” location and record that dimension as the “Division Point”


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Straight Top Shutters

                              Straight top shutters are manufactured with a square horizontal top.
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                              Arch Top Shutters

                              Arch top shutters are made with a curved top.

The specified shutter height is the dimension of the long vertical edge of the shutter.

The required springline is the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch.



                                                                
                                      More about arch top shutters                                      [image: New window]
                                  
                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Measure Composite Shutters


                  
                  Composite exterior shutters install in a stationary position to the side of the window with the included Lexan polycarbonate fixed mounting brackets.

The v-shaped 1-1/8â€³ x 1-1/8â€³ brackets are specifically suited for use with outdoor composite shutters. The vertical side of the bracket attaches to the building and the horizontal side to the top or bottom of the shutter. The brackets extend the full width of the shutter and are not easily visible after installation.



                

                  
                  
                    Full Measuring Instructions                  
                

            

          
                  Measure Wood Board & Batten Shutters


                  
                  Wood exterior shutters install to the side of the window using one of two methods.

Stationary shutters permanently attach to the side of the window in a fixed location.

Functional shutters mount with operable exterior hardware to pivot from a position flanking the window to cover the window opening.

How the window is measured depends on which of these two options is selected.



                

                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Vertical Boards

                              The number ofÂ  boards is based on the shutter width.

3 boards for widths 12â€� to 17 Â¾â€�

4 boards for widths 18â€� to 23 Â¾â€�

5 boards for widths 24â€� to 31 Â¾â€�

6 boards for widths 32â€� to 39 Â¾â€�

7 boards for widths 40â€� to 48â€�



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Measure Composite Board & Batten Shutters


                  
                  Composite exterior shuttersÂ install in a stationary position to the side of the window with the included Lexan polycarbonate fixed mounting brackets.

The v-shaped 1-1/8â€³ x 1-1/8â€³ brackets are specifically suited for use with outdoor composite shutters. One side of the bracket attaches to the building. The vertical side of the bracket attaches to the building. The brackets extend the full width of the shutter and are not easily visible after installed.

The shutter measurements are based on the window



                

                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Vertical Boards

                              The illusion of boards is created with vertical grooves cut into the solid composite sheet. The number of boards is based on the shutter width.

3 boards for widths 12â€� to 17 Â¾â€�

4 boards for widths 18â€� to 23 Â¾â€�

5 boards for widths 24â€� to 31 Â¾â€�

6 boards for widths 32â€� to 39 Â¾â€�

7 boards for widths 40â€� to 48â€�



                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  
                    Full Measuring Instructions                  
                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Two Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Three horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Three Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at center

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Four horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Four Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Two battens equally spaced between top and bottom

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Z-pattern horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Z-pattern

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at diagonal from bottom right of top batten to top left of bottom batten

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Z-pattern horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Reverse Z-pattern

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at diagonal from bottom left of top batten to top right of bottom batten

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Two Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter

Configuration optional when shutter height less than 55″.

A third batten is required when the shutter height is equal to or greater than 55″. (The two batten option will become unavailable on the order page)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Three horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Three Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at center

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Four horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Four Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Two battens equally spaced between top and bottom

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Z-pattern horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Z-pattern

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at diagonal from bottom right of top batten to top left of bottom batten

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Z-pattern horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Reverse Z-pattern

                              Top batten placed 7â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at diagonal from bottom left of top batten to top right of bottom batten

Bottom batten placed 7â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.75â€� less than shutter
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                              1.75" Louvers (Standard)

                              	1.75″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.75″ centers
	Space between louvers
	Fixed 40Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
	Slotted in 1.5″ side stiles
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                              1.5" Louvers

                              	1.5″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.5″ centers
	Space between louvers
	Fixed 40Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
	Slotted in 1.5″ side stiles
	Adds $25 per shutter




                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  ShutterLand’s manufacturing process has been streamlined to keep costs and manufacturing time at a minimum. Therefore, we do not deviate from these two louver sizes.



                

            

          
                  
                  Bahama shutters are uniquely designed to span the width of entire windows. A vertical sub-stile is used to create multiple louver areas to prevent them from exceeding their natural width limitation. The number of sub-stiles based on the schedule below.



                

                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Bahama shutter with no sub-stiles.]
                          


                          
                              No Sub-Stile

                              Shutter Width: 16 â€“ 27â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: One sub-stile on exterior Bermuda shutter.]
                          


                          
                              One Sub-Stile

                              Shutter Width: 24 â€“ 50â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two sub stiles on outdoor Bermuda shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Sub-Stiles

                              Shutter Width: 36 â€“ 60â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Outdoor Bermuda shutter with 3 vertical sub stiles.]
                          


                          
                              Three Sub-Stiles

                              Shutter Width: 48 â€“ 60â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Wide outdoor Bahama shutter with 4 vertical sub stiles.]
                          


                          
                              Four Sub-Stiles

                              Shutter Width: 60â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  Bahama shutters are uniquely designed to span the width of entire windows. A vertical sub-stile is used to create multiple louver areas to prevent them from exceeding their natural width limitation. The number of sub-stiles based on the schedule below.



                

                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Bahama shutter with no sub-stiles.]
                          


                          
                              No Sub-Stile

                              Shutter Width: 15 â€“ 23.5â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: One sub-stile on exterior Bermuda shutter.]
                          


                          
                              One Sub-Stile

                              Shutter Width: 23.75 â€“ 45â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two sub stiles on outdoor Bermuda shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Sub-Stiles

                              Shutter Width: 36 â€“ 66.25â€³

If the shutter width exceeds 65″, all stile sizes will increase incrementally up to 4â€�. Select a greater number of sub-stiles to keep stiles at standard 2.125″.

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Outdoor Bermuda shutter with 3 vertical sub stiles.]
                          


                          
                              Three Sub-Stiles

                              Shutter Width: 48 â€“ 85â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Wide outdoor Bahama shutter with 4 vertical sub stiles.]
                          


                          
                              Four Sub-Stiles

                              Shutter Width: 60 â€“ 85â€³

(Option automatically removed from the order page if shutter width is outside of these parameters)



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Exterior bahama shutter installation.]
                          


                          
                              Measure Bahama Shutters

                              Bahama shutters install to the top of a window with functional hinges and extend away from the building at the bottom with shutter stays. The shutter can nest inside of a window opening with sufficient depth or sit just proud of the trim. Most Bahama shutters cover the full height of the window, while others are shorter and serve as a canopy over the top portion.



                                                                
                                      Full Measuring Instructions                                      [image: New window]
                                  
                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten closed weave outdoor shutters.]
                          


                          
                              No Gap Between Boards

                              Boards arranged tight together



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Board & batten open weave exterior shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Gap Between Boards

                              Arranged with 1/4 inch gap between boards

Individual board widths are adjusted to accommodate the gap and maintain the specified shutter width



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Louvered exterior shutter width.]
                          


                          
                              Single Wide Shutter Width

                              Single Wide shutters have one vertical bank of louvers. They are available in 7 set widths.

Suggested shutter widths based on window size:

	Window Width	Single Wide Shutter Width
	16â€³ or smaller	7â€³
	17â€³ â€“ 22â€³	9â€³ or 10â€³
	23â€³ â€“ 31â€³	12â€³ or 14.5â€³
	32â€³ â€“ 40â€³	14.5â€³, 16.25â€³ or 17.75â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Double wide louvered vinyl shutter width.]
                          


                          
                              Double Wide Shutter Widths

                              Double Wide vinyl shutters are made with a center vertical style for support that creates left and right louver areas. They are available in 8 widths.

Suggested shutter widths based on window size:

	Window Width	Double WideÂ Shutter Width
	23â€³ â€“ 31â€³	13â€³
	32â€³ â€“ 40â€³	14.875â€³ or 19â€³
	41â€³ â€“ 45â€³	19â€³ or 20.875â€³
	46â€³ â€“ 53â€³	23.875â€³ or 25.75â€³
	54â€³ +	27.5â€³ or 29â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Exterior shutters with louvers height measurement.]
                          


                          
                              Shutter Height

                              20 â€“ 97â€³ in Â¼â€³ increments



                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  Composite, PVC and wood shutters are available in a wider range of sizes.



                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Vinyl louvered exterior shutter back.]
                          


                          
                              Vinyl Shutters

                              Vinyl shutters in the 19 standard colors are constructed from Polypropylene. The color is molded through the material and shutters arrive ready to install. Polypropylene cannot be painted. The paintable finish shutters are fabricated from Polystyrene and are translucent opal in color.

All vinyl shutters have a wood grain textured surface. Vinyl shutters are constructed in the form of a shell, with four sides, a front and a hollow back. The panels can feel flimsy right out of the box and may not have the rigidity one expects from wood or composite shutters. They gain great strength and stability when they are attached to the building.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Back of vinyl raised panel exterior shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Vinyl Shutters

                              Vinyl shutters in the 19 standard colors are constructed from Polypropylene. The color is molded through the material and arrive ready to install. Polypropylene cannot be painted. The paintable finish shutters are fabricated from Polystyrene and are translucent opal in color.

All vinyl shutters have a wood grain textured surface. Vinyl shutters are are constructed in the form of a shell, with four sides, a front and a hollow back. The panels can feel flimsy right out of the box and may not have the rigidity one expects fromÂ wood or composite shutters. They gain great strength and stability when they are attached to the building.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  Vinyl shutters are available in 19 standard colors plus one paintable version. Colors are molded through the vinyl material for a lifetime finish. If color is critical, do not make a selection from a digital display. Request free color samples for physical onsite examination. Prefinished colors cannot be painted.
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                        White #001
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                        Black #002
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                        Bedford Blue #004
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                        Brick Red #005
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                        Dark Grey #007
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                        Colonial Blue #008
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                        Sage #020
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                        Ebony Green #021
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                        Sienna Brown #025
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                        Potters Clay #200
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                        Chocolate Chip #206
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                        Lunar Blue #208
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                        Burgundy #260
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                        Dove Grey #352
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                              [image: Width of raised panel outdoor shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Single Wide Shutter Width

                              Single Wide shutters are available in 7 set widths.

Suggested shutter widths based on window size:

	Window Width	Single Wide Shutter Width
	16â€³ or smaller	7â€³
	17â€³ â€“ 22â€³	9â€³ or 10â€³
	23â€³ â€“ 31â€³	12â€³ or 14.5â€³
	32â€³ â€“ 40â€³	14.5â€³, 16.25â€³ or 17.75â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Width of double wide outside raised panel vinyl shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Double Wide Shutter Widths

                              Double Wide vinyl shutters are made withÂ  a center vertical style for support that creates left and right raised panel areas. They are available in 8 widths.

Suggested shutter widths based on window size:

	Window Width	Double WideÂ Shutter Width
	23â€³ â€“ 31â€³	13â€³
	32â€³ â€“ 40â€³	14.875â€³ or 19â€³
	41â€³ â€“ 45â€³	19â€³ or 20.875â€³
	46â€³ â€“ 53â€³	23.875â€³ or 25.75â€³
	54â€³ +	27.5â€³ or 29â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Height of raised panel exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Shutter Height

                              20 â€“ 97â€³ in Â¼â€³ increments



                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  Composite, PVC and wood shutters are available in a wider range of sizes.



                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Width of combo exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Single Wide Shutter Width

                              Single Wide shutters are available in 7 set widths.

Suggested shutter widths based on window size:

	Window Width	Single Wide Shutter Width
	16â€³ or smaller	7â€³
	17â€³ â€“ 22â€³	9â€³ or 10â€³
	23â€³ â€“ 31â€³	12â€³ or 14.5â€³
	32â€³ â€“ 40â€³	14.5â€³, 16.25â€³ or 17.75â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Width of combo double wide exterior vinyl shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Double Wide Shutter Widths

                              Double Wide vinyl shutters are made withÂ  a center vertical style for support that creates left and right areas. They are available in 8 widths.

Suggested shutter widths based on window size:

	Window Width	Double WideÂ Shutter Width
	23â€³ â€“ 31â€³	13â€³
	32â€³ â€“ 40â€³	14.875â€³ or 19â€³
	41â€³ â€“ 45â€³	19â€³ or 20.875â€³
	46â€³ â€“ 53â€³	23.875â€³ or 25.75â€³
	54â€³ +	27.5â€³ or 29â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Combo exterior shutter height.]
                          


                          
                              Shutter Height

                              20 â€“ 97â€³ in Â¼â€³ increments



                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  Composite and wood shutters are available in a wider range of sizes.



                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Pair of vinyl outdoor raised panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Rectangular Straight Top

                              Straight top shutters have a standard horizontal top rail.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Vinyl raised panel shutters with eyebrow top.]
                          


                          
                              Eyebrow Top

                              Eyebrow top shutters are made with a slight curve in the top from the high side of the shutter down to the opposite side. Select from either a 1″, 2″ or 3″ drop. The drop (also called the springline) is the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the curve. The shape of the raised panel area will remain rectangular.

A pair of eyebrow top shutters includes one shutter with the drop on the left side and one with the drop on the right.

*Only single wide shutters can be made with an eyebrow top. Double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile and can only be made with a straight top.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Vinyl Raised Panel Shutter Configurations
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                              #1

                              100% raised panel top to bottom

At least one divider rail is required when the shutter height is equal to or greater than 55″. This option becomes unavailable when the height selected exceeds 54.75″.

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #2

                              One centered divider rail

50% raised panel above

50% raised panel below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #3

                              Two divider rails

33% raised panel at top

33% raised panel at center

33% raised panel at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #4

                              Two divider rails

20% raised panel at top

60% raised panel at center

20% raised panel at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #5

                              One divider rail

60% raised panel above

40% raised panel below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #6

                              Three divider rails

25% raised panel at top

25% raised panel at center

25% raised panel at center

25% raised panel at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #7

                              One divider rail

40% raised panel above

60% raised panel below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #8

                              Two divider rails

20% raised panel at top

40% raised panel at center

40% raised panel at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #9

                              One divider rail

20% raised panel above

80% raised panel below

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #10

                              Two divider rails

40% raised panel at top

20% raised panel at center

40% raised panel at bottom

The illustration depicts only the stiles and rails.

A raised panel fills the open area.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Pair of panel exterior shutters with tilt bar.]
                          


                          
                              Rectangular Straight Top

                              Straight top shutters have a standard horizontal top rail.

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Vinyl panel shutters with eyebrow to match outdoor window.]
                          


                          
                              Eyebrow Top

                              Eyebrow top shutters are made with a slight curve in the top from the high side of the shutter down to the opposite side. Select from either a 1″, 2″ or 3″ drop. The drop is the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the curve. The shape of the top raised panel or louver area will remain rectangular.

*Only single wide shutters can be made with an eyebrow top. Double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile and can only be made with a straight top.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Back of vinyl combo shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Vinyl Shutters

                              Vinyl shutters in the 19 standard colors are constructed from Polypropylene. The color is molded through the material and arrive ready to install. Polypropylene cannot be painted. The paintable finish shutters are fabricated from Polystyrene and are translucent opal in color.

All vinyl shutters have a wood grain textured surface. Vinyl shutters are are constructed in the form of a shell, with four sides, a front and a hollow back. The panels can feel flimsy right out of the box and may not have the rigidity one expects fromÂ wood or composite shutters. They gain great strength and stability when they are attached to the building.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Vinyl Combo Shutter Configurations
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                              #101

                              One centered divider rail

50% raised panel above

50% louvered below

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #105

                              Two divider rails

33% louvers at top

33% raised panel at center

33% louvers at bottom

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #107

                              Three divider rails

25% louvers at top

25% raised panel at center

25% louvers at center

25% raised panel at bottom

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #109

                              One divider rail

50% louvered above

50% raised panel below

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #112

                              Two divider rails

33% raised panel at top

33% louvered center

33% raised panel at bottom

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.
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                              #115

                              Two divider rails

20% louvers at top

60% raised panel at center

20% louvered at bottom

*Image represents single wide shutters; double wide shutter have a vertical sub-stile.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Width and height of board and batten shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Closed Weave Shutter Size

                              Board & Batten closed weave shutters are available in seven fixed widths. The individual board widths are 3.375″.

2 boards: 6.875″

3 boards: 10.25″

4 boards: 13.875″

5 boards: 17.25″

6 boards: 20.75″

7 boards: 23.875″

8 boards: 27.25″

Height: 20 â€“ 97â€³ in 0.25″ increments



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Width and height of open weave board and batten shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Open Weave Shutter Size

                              Board & Batten open weave shutters are available in seven fixed widths. The individual board widths are 3.375″ with a 0.75″ – 0.875″ gap between boards.

2 boards: 7.625″

3 boards: 12″

4 boards: 16″

5 boards: 20″

6 boards: 24.375″

7 boards: 28.625″

8 boards: 33″

Height: 20 â€“ 97â€³ in 0.25″ increments



                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  CompositeÂ andÂ woodÂ shutters are available in a wider range of sizes.



                

            

          
                  Vinyl Board & Batten Shutter Configurations
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                              #1

                              2 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #2

                              3 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

50% space

Center batten

50% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #3

                              4 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

33% space

Center batten

33% space

Center batten

33% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #4

                              4 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

20% space

Center batten

60% space

Center batten

20%

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #5

                              3 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

60% space

Center batten

40% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #6

                              5 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

25% space

Center batten

25% space

Center batten

25% space

Center batten

25% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #7

                              3 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

40% space

Center batten

60% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #8

                              4 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

20% space

Center batten

40% space

Center batten

40% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #9

                              3 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

20% space

Center batten

80% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #10

                              4 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten below the top of the shutter*

40% space

Center batten

20% space

Center batten

40% space

Bottom batten above the bottom of the shutter*
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                              #11

                              2 horizontal battens*

& 1 diagonal batten forming a z or reverse-z

(each 3.375″ in height)

Pair includes one z-pattern shutter and one reverse z-pattern shutter
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                              #12

                              3 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten at top edge of shutter

50% space

Center batten

50% space

Bottom batten at bottom edge of shutter
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                              #13

                              2 horizontal battens

& 2 diagonal batten forming an x

(each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten positioned at top edge and bottom batten at bottom edge
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                              #14

                              2 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Battens are positioned in relation to the shortest board*

Boards are of various heights.

The shutter height is the length of the longest board. The next board in succession is 3â€� shorter than the previous. The bottom of all boards are even.Â The pattern repeats for all boards.

Pair includes one left shutter and one right shutter
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                              #16

                              4 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten at top edge of shutter

33% space

Center batten

33% space

Center batten

33% space

Bottom batten at bottom edge of shutter
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                              #17

                              2 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten at top edge of shutter

Bottom batten at Bottom edge of shutter
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                              #18

                              2 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Battens are positioned in relation to the shortest board*

Boards are two heights.

The shutter height is the length of the longest board. Shorter boards are 3â€� shorter at the top and 3″ shorter at the bottom than the longer boards, which are vertically centered. The pattern repeats for all boards.
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                              #19

                              6 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Top batten at top edge of shutter

20% space

Center batten

20% space

Center batten

20% space

Center batten

20% space

Center batten

20% space

Bottom batten at bottom edge of shutter
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                              #21

                              2 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Battens are positioned in relation to the shortest board*

Boards are of various heights.

The shutter height is the length of the longest board. The next board in succession is 3â€� shorter than the previous. The bottom of all boards are even. The pattern repeats for all boards.
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                              #22

                              2 battens (each 3.375″ in height)

Battens are positioned in relation to the shortest board*

The shutter height is the length of the longest board located at center. The two boards on either side are 6â€� shorter and centered.

This style is only for 3 boards across.



                                                        

                      


                  

                  
                  *Batten location from the top or bottom of the shortest board to the batten depends on the shutter height. Applies to styles #1 – #10, #11, #14, #18, #21 and #22.

	Shutter Height	Distance from Top or Bottom to Batten
	0â€³ â€“ 24â€³	2â€³
	25â€³ â€“ 36â€³	3â€³
	37â€³ â€“ 48â€³	4â€³
	49â€³ +	6.5â€³




                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Back of vinyl board and batten shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Vinyl Shutters

                              Vinyl shutters in the 19 standard colors are constructed from Polypropylene. The color is molded through the material and arrive ready to install. Polypropylene cannot be painted. The paintable finish shutters are fabricated from Polystyrene and are a translucent opal in color.

All vinyl shutters have a wood grain textured surface. Both boards and battens are are constructed in the form of a shell, with four sides, a front and a hollow back (shown at left). Both the boards and battens have a cap at either end of the component. The panels can feel flimsy right out of the box and may not have the rigidity one expects from wood or composite shutters. They gain great strength and stability when they are attached to the building.
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                              1.75" Louvers (Standard)

                              	1.75″ wide (see illustration)
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.75″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
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                              1.5" Louvers

                              	1.5″ wide (see illustration)
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.5″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
	Adds $25 per shutter




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Flat fixed louvers positioned down for outdoor shutters]
                          


                          
                              Louvers Down

                              Louvers can be oriented in a down position.

This option is recommended.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Flat fixed louvers positioned up for exterior shutters]
                          


                          
                              Louvers Up

                              Louvers can be oriented in an up position.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Tilt bar on fixed wood louvered shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar

                              A tilt bar is a narrow vertical wood rod that interconnects a group of horizontal louvers. A tilt bar used in conjunction with movable louvers unifies the slats and allows them to rotate at one time. Louvers on ShutterLand premium wood louvers are fixed in position and do not rotate. A faux tilt bar can be attached to replicate the appearance of movable louvers, usually for historical purposes. Selection of a tilt bar adds $40 to the price of each shutter.

Most exterior shutter applications do not require a tilt bar.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Exterior composite louvered shutter with faux tilt bar.]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar

                              A tilt bar is a narrow vertical wood rod that interconnects a group of horizontal louvers. A tilt bar used in conjunction with movable louvers unifies the slats and allows them to rotate at one time. Louvers on ShutterLand composite louvers are fixed in position and do not rotate. A faux tilt bar can be attached to replicate the appearance of movable louvers, usually for historical purposes. Selection of a tilt bar adds $40 to the price of each shutter.

Most exterior shutter applications do not require a tilt bar.
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                              1.75" Composite Louvers (Standard)

                              	1.75â€³ visible surface area (see illustration)
	Length 5â€³ less than shutter width
	Louver sections made in one-piece (not separate, individual louvers)
	No space between louvers
	Fixed down at 10Â° angle
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                              1" Composite Louvers

                              	1â€³ visible surface area (see illustration)
	Length 5â€³ less than shutter width
	Louver sections made in one-piece (not separate, individual louvers)
	No space between louvers
	Fixed down at 20Â° angle
	Adds $15 per shutter




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Flat fixed louvers positioned down for outdoor shutters]
                          


                          
                              Louvers Down

                              Louvers can positioned in a down position.

This position is recommended because the louvers shed moisture.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Flat fixed louvers positioned up for exterior shutters]
                          


                          
                              Louvers Up

                              Louvers can positioned in a up position. This is not a standard option and can ordered only by special request.

Up oriented louvers are not recommend because there is no space between the louvers resulting in a potential for water to reside in the grooves which may shorten the lifespan of the shutters.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Exterior composite louvered shutter with faux tilt bar.]
                          


                          
                              Faux Tilt Bar

                              A tilt bar is a narrow vertical wood rod that interconnects a group of horizontal louvers. A tilt bar used in conjunction with movable louvers unifies the slats and allows them to rotate at one time. Louvers on ShutterLand composite louvers are fixed in position and do not rotate. A faux tilt bar can be attached to replicate the appearance of movable louvers, usually for historical purposes. Selection of a tilt bar adds $40 to the price of each shutter.

Most exterior shutter applications do not require a tilt bar.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates louver areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 2.125″.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 70â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: One custom divider rail on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 70â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two custom divider rails on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates raised panel areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 2.5″.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 70â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Custom divider rail location for raised panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 70â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two custom divider rails on raised panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page




                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates solid panel areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 2.5″.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 70â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Custom divider rail location for flat and shaker panel shutters.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 70â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Multiple divider rails custom location on exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page




                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Red grandis square.]
                          


                          
                              Red Grandis

                              Red Grandis is a nearly perfect high quality hardwood to manufacture exceptional exterior shutters. It has straight tight grain and minimal knotting, resulting in a consistently smooth texture. The fibers are relatively uniform in color with variations from light pink to dark red, and accept paint or stain well. Red Grandis is dimensionally stable and extremely strong. Paneled area is composite (see below).



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Cedar wood square.]
                          


                          
                              Cedar

                              Cedar is the most common and recognizable tree species for the construction of outdoor shutters. This aromatic timber is resistant to both insects and decay. Cedar has condensed grain with few knots, resulting in straight handsome shutters with tones of red, brown, and tan. Cedar paints and stain well. Paneled area is composite (see below).



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Mahogany square.]
                          


                          
                              Mahogany

                              Mahogany has a compact grain with a rich, warm, reddish-brown hue. Mahogany shutters are strong, sturdy, and moisture resistant. Mahogany is relatively easy to finish and is heavier than other woods offered. Paneled area is composite (see below).
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                              Composite Solid Panel

                              The central solid panel is fabricated from Extira, a composite material manufactured from sustainable wood fibers and marine-grade resins. Extira is designed for outdoor applications where humidity and moisture varies. It is strong, resilientÂ and holds its shape in all weather conditions.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Southern yellow pine.]
                          


                          
                              Southern Yellow Pine

                              Southern Yellow Pine is the most affordable solid wood option. This wood has a beautiful golden color with a distinct wood grain pattern that is 99.9% knot free. Â It is kiln-dried to minimum moisture content and cut to 1″ thick shutters. The joints between stiles and rails are glued, doweled, and screwed for ultimate strength. Paneled area is composite (see below).

Southern Yellow Pine shutters are considered entry-level, or builder grade, with lower performance standards compared to 1.5″ thick premium wood shutters.
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                              Composite Solid Panel

                              The central solid panel is fabricated from Extira, a composite material manufactured from sustainable wood fibers and marine-grade resins. Extira is designed for outdoor applications where humidity and moisture varies. It is strong, resilientÂ and holds its shape in all weather conditions.
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                              1.75" Louvers (Standard)

                              	1.75″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.75″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
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                              1.5" Louvers

                              	1.5″ wide
	0.25″ thick
	Length 4.25″ less than shutter width
	Spaced on 1.5″ centers
	0.1875″ between louvers
	Fixed 17Â° angle – do not rotate
	Number of louvers determined by shutter height

Return to order page to calculate in “Specifications” section
	Adds $25 per shutter




                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  
                  A divider rail is a horizontal bar (much like the top rail) that creates louver areas above and below the division. The divider rail height is 3.5″.
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                              No Divider Rail

                              	Configuration allowable when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	The “No” divider rail button becomes unavailable on the order page when height is greater than or equal to 70â€³




                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: One custom divider rail on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              One Divider Rail

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the divider rail*
	Optional when the shutter is shorter than 70â€³
	Required if height is greater than or equal to 70â€³
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rail may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Two custom divider rails on louvered shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Two Divider Rails

                              	Measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the first divider rail*
	Then, measure from the bottom of the shutter to the desired center of the second divider rail*
	Divider rail size is displayed under “Specifications” on the main order page


* The actual location of the divider rails may be slightly higher or lower than requested. The number of louvers will dictate the final placement.
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                              Straight Top

                              Straight top shutters have a standard horizontal top.
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                              Arch Top 1:1 Drop

                              The arch of a 1:1 drop is equal to the width. So the measurement from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch is the same as the shutter width.

A pair of arch top shutters includes one shutter with the arch on the left side and one with the arch on the right.
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                              Arch Top Custom Drop

                              A custom arch requires a springline measurement.

SpringlineÂ â€“ the dimension from the top of the shutter down to the start of the arch.

A pair of arch top shutters includes one shutter with the arch on the left side and one with the arch on the right.



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Exterior flat panel outdoor shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Flat Panel

                              Flat panel shutters are constructed with a central even surface with no detail.
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                              Grooved Shaker Panel

                              Shaker panel shutters are fabricated with vertical grooves cut into the central surface. The number ofÂ  grooves is based on the shutter width.

Vertical grooves:

2 grooves for shutter widths 12â€� to 17 Â¾â€�

3 grooves for shutter widths 18â€� to 23 Â¾â€�

4 grooves for shutter widths 24â€� to 31 Â¾â€�

5 grooves for shutter widths 32â€� to 39 Â¾â€�

6 grooves for shutter widths 40â€� to 45â€�



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Production Time of Vinyl Shutters


                  
                  Most vinyl shutters are manufactured within a window of 1-3 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Vinyl shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Illinois when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                  ShutterLand Reviews


                  
                  ShutterLand has a great reputation for both service and quality of product. Our success is predicated on your experience. We currently have 500+ Google reviews with an average score of 4.8. We encourage you to view as many as possible.

We also have reviews on Houzz and Facebook. Visit our comments page to view comments from customers sent directly to ShutterLand.

 

 



                

            

          
                  Oversize Shipping for Wood Shutters


                  
                  Most wood shutters ship FREE!

A one-time $300 oversize shipping fee is charged only if:

	The width is equal to or in excess of 24″
	The height is equal to or in excess of 86″


The shipping amount will be added in the shopping cart.

This is a one-time charge and the total shipping amount will not exceed $300.



                

            

          
                  Production Time of Wood Shutters


                  
                  Most wood shutters are manufactured within a window of 4-6 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Wood shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Alabama when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                  Production Time of Composite Shutters


                  
                  Most composite shutters are manufactured within a window of 4-5 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Composite shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Alabama when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                  Production Time of Pine Shutters


                  
                  Most Pine shutters are manufactured within a window of 4-6 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Wood shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Alabama when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                  Oversize Shipping for Vinyl Shutters


                  
                  Most vinyl shutters ship FREE!

A one-time $300 oversize shipping fee is charged only if:


	Width	Height	One Time Oversize Shipping Rate
	14.5″	>= 92″	$200
	16.25″	>= 88″	$200
	17.75″	>= 86″	$200
	13″	>= 96″	$200
	14.875″	>= 92″	$200
	19″	>= 84″	$200
	20.875″	>= 80″	$200
	23.875″	>= 74″	$200
	25.75″	>= 70″	$200
	27.5″	>= 66″	$200
	29′	>= 64″	$200



The shipping amount will be added in the shopping cart.

This is a one-time charge and the total shipping amount will not exceed $300.



                

            

          
                  Oversize Shipping for Vinyl Board & Batten Shutters


                  
                  Most vinyl shutters ship FREE!

A one-time $300 oversize shipping fee is charged only if:


	Width	Height	One Time Oversize Shipping Rate
	13.875″ – 4 Boards	>= 90″	$300
	16″ – 4 Boards	>= 90″	$300
	17.25″ – 5 Boards	>= 82″	$300
	20″ – 5 Boards	>= 82″	$300
	20.75″ – 6 Boards	>= 72″	$300
	23.875″ – 7 Boards	>= 64″	$300
	24.375″ – 6 Boards	>= 72″	$300
	27.25″ – 8 Boards	>= 56″	$300
	28.625″ – 7 Boards	>= 64″	$300
	33″ – 8 Boards	>= 56″	$300



The shipping amount will be added in the shopping cart.

This is a one-time charge and the total shipping amount will not exceed $300.



                

            

          
                  Bahama Shutters Free Shipping


                  
                  All wood Bahama shutters ship for FREE!



                

            

          
                  Oversize Shipping for Composite Shutters


                  
                  Most composite shutters ship FREE!

A one-time $300 oversize shipping fee is charged only if:

	The width is equal to or in excess of 24″
	The height is equal to or in excess of 86″


The shipping amount will be added in the shopping cart.

This is a one-time charge and the total shipping amount will not exceed $300.



                

            

          
                  Production Time of Composite Shutters


                  
                  Most composite shutters are manufactured within a window of 4-6 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Composite shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Alabama when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Bahama shutter with no sub-stiles.]
                          


                          
                              Louvers
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                              Raised Panel
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                              Grooved (Shaker) Panel

                              

                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Exterior flat panel outdoor shutters.]
                          


                          
                              Flat Panel

                              

                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                  Oversize Shipping for PVC Shutters


                  
                  Most PVC shutters ship FREE!

A one-time $300 oversize shipping fee is charged only if:

	The width is equal to or in excess of 24″
	The height is equal to or in excess of 86″


The shipping amount will be added in the shopping cart.

This is a one-time charge and the total shipping amount will not exceed $300.



                

            

          
                  Production Time of PVC Shutters


                  
                  Most PVC shutters are manufactured within a window of 4-5 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Wood shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Alabama when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                  Aluminum Shipping Rates


                  
                  A one-time  standard shipping rate is charged per region.

The shipping amount will be added in the shopping cart.

 



                

            

          
                  Production Time of Aluminum Shutters


                  
                  Most aluminum shutters are manufactured within a window of 8-10 weeks. This projection is calculated based on current orders moving through the shop. We evaluate and update the forecast daily and we work diligently to meet the production time quoted.

All shutters are made to order and additional time is occasionally necessary to successfully complete the process. We will communicate any unanticipated delays.

It is possible that shutters are finished quicker than projected.

Aluminum shutters are shipped from our manufacturing facility in Florida when complete. You will receive an email notification with tracking information shortly after the order departs.



                

            

          
                  Measure PVC Board & Batten Shutters


                  
                  PVC exterior shutters install to the side of the window using one of two methods.

Stationary shutters permanently attach to the side of the window in a fixed location.

Functional shutters mount with operable exterior hardware to pivot from a position flanking the window to cover the window opening.

How the window is measured depends on which of these two options is selected.



                

                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Vertical Boards

                              The number ofÂ  boards is based on the shutter width.

Four available

Closed-weave

7.75â€³ â€“ 2 boards

11.625â€³ â€“ 3 boards

15.5â€³ â€“ 4 boards

19.375â€³ â€“ 5 boards



                                                        

                      


                  

            

          
                    

                    	
                          
                              [image: Board and batten shutter with two battens.]
                          


                          
                              Two Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 5â€� below top of shutter

Bottom batten placed 5â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.875â€� less than shutter

Configuration optional when shutter height less than 55″.

A third batten is required when the shutter height is equal to or greater than 55″. (The two batten option will become unavailable on the order page)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Three horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Three Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 5â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at center

Bottom batten placed 5â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.875â€� less than shutter

A fourth batten is required when the shutter height is equal to or greater than 82″. (The three batten option will become unavailable on the order page)



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Four horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Four Horizontal Battens

                              Top batten placed 5â€� below top of shutter

Two battens equally spaced between top and bottom

Bottom batten placed 5â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.875â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Z-pattern horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Z-pattern

                              Top batten placed 5â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at diagonal from bottom right of top batten to top left of bottom batten

Bottom batten placed 5â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.875â€� less than shutter



                                                        

                      
	
                          
                              [image: Z-pattern horizontal battens on a board and batten exterior shutter.]
                          


                          
                              Reverse Z-pattern

                              Top batten placed 5â€� below top of shutter

Batten placed at diagonal from bottom left of top batten to top right of bottom batten

Bottom batten placed 5â€� above bottom of shutter

Battens 3.5″ in height

Width 0.875â€� less than shutter
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